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True Craftsmanship with a Purpose

For decades, the County Materials team has crafted long-lasting concrete landscape products that have been cherished and maintained through the years. From pavers and patio stones to retaining walls and step units, we are passionate about making products that form spaces where memories are made. For over 50 years, we have been dedicated to helping landscape professionals and property owners create the designs of their dreams.

Finding Inspiration from Our History

Since our company was founded, County Materials’ team members have dedicated our talents to producing quality products for everyday people. Our story dates to 1946, when after World War II, the family started a business hauling sand and gravel to area farms in Central Wisconsin. Soon after, concrete blocks were manufactured for local communities, using a single machine. Through the decades, our team has tackled economic challenges and fluctuating market changes within the industry with the same attention to detail, craftsmanship, and care.

County Materials understands what it means to build a company of success. We believe in our team, and stop at no length to produce trusted, long-lasting products and deliver excellent service to our valued customers. Our commitment informs our company’s Vision; we stand for Success, Stability, and Support. We are proud to contribute toward our customers’ dreams by helping them foster a space they will enjoy for a lifetime.

We know details matter. It’s why we’ve crafted our range of products to help build appealing, time-tested outdoor spaces. Our products are high-quality, reliable and manufactured to withstand the effects of time, mother nature, and the everyday wear and tear of life. Beyond that, they are engineered to enhance and add value to our customer’s properties and create functional, inviting spaces.

Building a Lifetime of Memories

Our team understands how these spaces are really used: from the welcoming familiarity of a patio where families celebrate special occasions, to the confidence inspired by products that create a modern, updated business entrance and safe walkways. These are the everyday moments that make lasting impressions.

Ultimately, that’s what motivates our team. That’s why we show up every day. We ensure that each of our products are made with care and precision, so our customers can continue to gather, welcome, entertain, and do business in irresistible spaces.

As a company, we have also dedicated ourselves to the betterment of our neighborhoods, community organizations, customers, and team members for over 70 years. We work diligently to live our values, and we believe it makes a positive impact on our products and our people. Our customers trust that when they choose County Materials, they are partnering with an experienced, dedicated team willing to go the extra mile for life-long satisfaction.
Fine aggregates and dense concrete mix provide a smooth, refined surface.

Face-mix is integrally bonded to the base, offering exceptional durability and aesthetic design.

Pure color pigments and fine aggregates are blended on the surface, providing vibrant, rich and long-lasting color.

Base concrete mix features larger aggregates for high-compressive strength.

- High-density units resist cracking and damage from freeze-thaw cycles.
- Pavers and slabs are manufactured to meet industry standards for strength and absorption.
- County Materials pavers and slabs are backed by our customer warranty.
Stunning Colors & Amazing Strength

County Materials Corporation utilizes Genesis Face-Mix Technology™ to manufacture beautifully designed pavers and slabs backed by the strength and longevity of quality concrete.

*Genesis Face-Mix Technology provides more than surface beauty.* Genesis ensures long-lasting color, superior strength and resistance, and unique surface textures designed to make an impression for years to come.

Our pavers and slabs repel stains and withstand everyday wear and tear. The fine finish of these pavers features a permanent and integrally-blended layer of our high-strength concrete mix. It’s the perfect combination of vibrant color pigments and dense surface materials. Choose high-quality, long-lasting pavers and slabs without compromising design or aesthetics.

Each unit is designed to withstand the weathering and abrasion that occurs in a high-traffic area exposed to the elements. Our products are designed with longevity in mind. We concentrate the purest color pigments, finest aggregates, and densest concrete mix in the top surface layer of each paving stone where it is visible and matters most.

What is the significance of Genesis Face-Mix Technology? It’s provenance, a beginning, carving potential into substance. County Materials' landscape products are designed to generate a space where memories begin. Our team believes in offering quality products that invoke our customers to spend time in their inspiring outdoor living spaces. Quality products that are designed to create a beautiful backdrop, lasting through all of life’s greatest seasons.

County Materials’ commitment to quality derives from our talented team of people who believe in delivering unparalleled craftsmanship, attention to detail, and customer service.

Our Genesis Face-Mix Technology produces high strength pavers and slabs with non-fading colors and natural beauty that stands the tests of time. County Materials' concrete pavers are inherently strong, and our Genesis Face-Mix Technology adds extra surface superiority to ensure customer satisfaction for years to come.
When we began manufacturing landscape products using our Genesis Face-Mix Technology™, we thought deeply about what it means to develop a special outdoor space for residential and commercial applications. We considered the value of designing something from scratch and the care that goes into realizing a patio, driveway, parking lot or front entrance of your client’s dreams.

Choosing the highest quality, most reliable landscape products is the foundation on which everything else is built. We’ve made it our goal to craft the most inspiring and time-tested products and colors aimed at cultivating the atmosphere customers desire for their living, entertaining and business spaces.

Colors are powerful tools of perception. They are used strategically in marketing, design, and art to conjure very specific feelings and memories. Color communicates in strong, irreplaceable ways, sending universal messages to people from all walks of life. Color matters.

When we developed our palette of color options for our pavers and slabs, we chose blends that encourage lingering outdoors, creating memories, and sharing experiences with other people.

We couldn’t let color naming be an afterthought. Our color names conjure feelings or experiences, evoking a range of emotions. We know that when customers are enjoying their outdoor space, they may not remember the specific color or product name they selected. But we hope the experience working with County Materials and our landscape products is as impactful and meaningful as possible.
# NEW Colors for 2020...

**Aspire**  
Perfect blending of heather and dark grays with flecks of reds and oranges to create a dynamic, design-forward colorway.

**Intention**  
Gorgeous light dove gray evoking a lofty feeling of ambition.

**Exalt**  
A time-honored cool shade of blue-gray used throughout history in classic designs.

**Purpose**  
Bold and spicy cinnamon brown for a strong, adventurous landscape design.

# Our Distinctive Color Palette...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Haven</td>
<td>Natural looking chocolate brown with orange and red flecks, evoking feelings of calmness through refuge and safe harbor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oasis</td>
<td>Gorgeous sand-colored option with the feeling of an inviting beach retreat, complete with a warm ocean breeze.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serenity</td>
<td>This calming rose-gray mirrors the brushstroke of colors that wash the sky during a summer sunset.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timeless</td>
<td>A classic option inspired by smoky gray clouds and worn cobblestones.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Majestic</td>
<td>Incredible slate gray, conjuring the majestic feeling when gazing toward a towering mountain peak.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dream</td>
<td>A fantasy blending of gray and beige, this greige color creates a base for beautiful landscape design.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Homecoming</td>
<td>Welcoming ash-gray color, creating a space of calm and inclusivity in your outdoor space.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.
Pavers

• Dimetta® Pavers
• Elements™ Paving Stones
• Grand Milestone® Pavers
• Influence™ Pavers
• Skylands™ Concrete Deck Pavers

Permeable Interlocking Concrete Pavers –
• Harmony™ Permeable Pavers
• H₂O Pro® Pavers Permeable Paving Units
• Renewable™ Pavers Permeable & Sandset
Dimetta® Pavers test the limits of design possibilities and visual effects by using complimentary color combinations, and turning and arranging units to create stunning three-dimensional effects. Or select contrasting colors to create corporate logos, residential monograms, and other unique horizontal elements. Accent small spaces with flair, or create a central focal point in larger driveways, plazas and courtyards. Produced with a 3 ¼” thickness, Dimetta Pavers accommodate pedestrian and low speed, vehicular traffic.

Dimetta PAVERS

Available in the following colors:

- Dream
- Homecoming
- Reflection
- Reunion
- Traditions
- Vision

All Dimetta Pavers Standard Colors are Made to Order.

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.
Elements™ Paving Stones offer superior surface durability and a clean aesthetic with their smooth surface and slightly chamfered edges. Each stone is dimensionally compatible, and their uniform shapes embody fine cut jewels for a feeling of ultimate luxury.

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high-quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.

### D x H x L (Nominal Size) • Inches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>D x H x L</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 x 2¾ x 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 2¾ x 8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 2¾ x 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 x 2¾ x 16</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 x 2¾ x 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 x 2¾ x 24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each size is sold on individual pallets.

Available in the following colors and textures:

- Haven
- Oasis
- Serenity
- Timeless
- Majestic

Barrel Tumbled and Shot Blasted products are available (Made to Order).

Available in the following colors and textures:

- Standard
- Barrel Tumbled
- Shotblast

- Dream
- Reflection
- Reunion
- Vision
Clean edges and larger dimensions make Grand Milestone® Pavers suitable for expansive driveway and courtyard applications. Their long, modern shapes lend themselves to a linear running bond installation pattern that inspires a sleek, plank look in outdoor settings.

**D x H x L**
(Nominal Size) • Inches

- 13¾ x 2½ x 11¾
- 13½ x 2¼ x 17½
- 13¼ x 2¼ x 23½

Each pallet layer includes all sizes.

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high-quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.
REUNION – Shotblast
NEW Product!

Influence™ Pavers feature crisp edges and a clean linear feel. Their five plank-style shapes minimize joint lines and lend themselves to invent interesting patterns using different color and texture combinations.

**D x H x L**
(Nominal Size) • Inches

- 5¼ x 3¼ x 9 11/16
- 5¼ x 3¼ x 11½
- 5¼ x 3¼ x 13¼
- 5¼ x 3¼ x 17½
- 5¼ x 3¼ x 19½

Each pallet layer includes all sizes.

Available in the following colors:

**Smooth**
- Majestic
- Timeless

**Smooth**
- Dream
- Reflection
- Reunion
- Vision

Dream, Reflection, Reunion and Vision colors are also available in Shotblast Finish (Made to Order).

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high-quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.
Our Skylands™ Concrete Deck Pavers are used to generate inviting outdoor spaces in areas otherwise unusable. Using pedestals, deck pavers turn pitched or uneven surfaces into useful living areas.

**D x H x L**
(Nominal Size) • Inches

23\(\frac{3}{4}\) x 2 x 23\(\frac{3}{4}\)

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high-quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.

![Deck Pavers Image](Image)

Available in the following colors:

- Haven
- Oasis
- Serenity
- Timeless
- Majestic
- Purpose
- Aspire
- Intention
- Exalt
- Dream
- Homecoming
- Reflection
- Reunion
- Vision
- Traditions

**Shot Blasted products are also available (Made to Order).**
County Materials is an industry leader in supplying products used for storm water management. Our efforts include collaborating on a permeable paver test plot project in Madison, Wisconsin with the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and the Wisconsin Department of Transportation. Facilitated by the USGS, the test plot will enable researchers to accurately assess the effectiveness of permeable pavers in diverting and filtering storm water runoff.

Learn more about this test plot and other case studies by visiting www.countymaterials.com
Permeable Interlocking Concrete Pavers

- Harmony Permeable Pavers
- H2O Pro Pavers
- Renewable Pavers

Permeable concrete pavers are designed to allow storm water to pass through paver joints directly into the ground. Their use is proven and widely recognized by many municipalities, state agencies, shoreland and watershed districts for meeting EPA-mandated standards.

Permeable concrete paver systems help to improve water quality by capturing contaminants and suspended solids in storm water and filtering them through layers of aggregates. This also reduces the risk and severity of flooding, eliminates surface puddling and reduces the time for snow and ice removal by speeding up the melting process. Additionally, where space is at a premium, permeable concrete pavers help to maximize land use on the total building site for residential and commercial applications, typically replacing traditional retention and detention ponds.

Top 5 Reasons for Choosing Permeable Concrete Pavers

1. Increased profits: Gain a developable lot.
2. Reduction in risk associated with ponds (accidents, injuries, pests etc.).
3. Reduction in risk associated with freeze-thaw/standing water.
4. Increased curb appeal: Added aesthetic value.
5. Lower maintenance costs than traditional pavement.

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high-quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.
Harmony™ Permeable Pavers have wider joint dimensions, made possible with a larger lug, and allow more rainwater to filter through. Each paver is manufactured to be a part of an effective storm water management system, even in the heaviest rain events.

Available in the following colors:

Enduring  Paradise  Peace  Sanctuary

Dream  Homecoming  Reflection  Reunion  Traditions  Vision

*Note: These sizes have two versions each, with different lug positioning (Please see details in our Landscape Products Specifications Guide.

Each pallet layer includes all sizes.

D x H x L
(Nominal Size) • Inches

4 x 3 1/8 x 8*

8 x 3 1/8 x 8

8 x 3 1/8 x 12*

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.

All Harmony Permeable Pavers Standard Colors are Made to Order.
H₂O Pro

PAVERS (Permeable Paving Units)

Our H₂O Pro® Pavers (Permeable Paving Units) are an effective storm water management solution on site. Their 3¼” (80 mm) thickness withstands heavy low speed vehicular loads, making them a suitable option for driveways, walkways and parking lots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>D x H x L (Nominal Size) • Inches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 x 3½ x 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 3½ x 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 x 3½ x 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each size is sold on individual pallets.

Available in the following colors and textures:
- Haven
- Oasis
- Serenity
- Timeless
- Reflection

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.
Renewable™ Pavers feature larger joints that accommodate drainage aggregates in permeable applications. Each paver can also be manufactured as sandset units with smaller hidden tabs that hold jointing sand for non-permeable installations.

**Available in the following colors:**
- Haven
- Oasis
- Serenity
- Timeless
- Majestic
- Dream
- Homecoming
- Reflection
- Reunion
- Traditions
- Vision

**D x H x L**
(Nominal Size) • Inches
8¼ x 3¼ x 9¼

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.

All Renewable Pavers
Standard Colors are Made to Order
Retaining Walls

- County Block® Retaining Wall System
- Integrity™ Retaining Wall System
- Rib Rock™ Landscape Block
- Tribute® Retaining Wall System
The County Block® Retaining Wall System is an impeccable solution for planting beds, steps or multi-level terraces. County Block is crafted in a split face finish and is designed to withstand weather extremes while offering years of maintenance-free beauty.

**D x H x L**  
(Nominal Size) • Inches

- **Standard** – 12 x 7 5/8 x 12 1/2
- **Jumbo** – 12 x 7 5/8 x 18
- **Tapered** – 12 3/4 x 3 5/8 x 7 7/8
- **Corner** – 7 5/8 x 7 5/8 x 17 1/2 (2 pieces)

All units are Splitface finish.

**Wall Caps**

- **Straight** – 12 x 3 5/8 x 15 1/2

Available in the following colors:

- Canyon Brown
- Hickory Blend
- Silvertone
- Brown
- Gray

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high quality, naturally mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.
The Integrity™ Retaining Wall System is a practical solution for even challenging applications, including multi-level terraces and slope protection. Each system is manufactured to ensure efficient installation, increased stability and lasting durability.

**D x H x L**
(Nominal Size) - Inches

- **Standard** – 12 x 8 x 18
- **Corner** – 12 x 8 x 9

**Wall Caps**
- **Straight** – 12 x 3½ x 15½
- **Tapered** – 12¾ x 3½ x 7½ - 9¾

All units are available in Splitface finish. Rustic finish available (Made to Order).

Available in the following colors and textures:
- **Splitface**
  - Hush
  - Timeless
  - Graphite
  - Silvertone
- **Rustic (Made to Order)**
  - Hush Timeless
  - Splitface Rustic (Made to Order)
  - October Oak
  - Buff
  - Gray

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.
GRAY – Dry Stack Texture
Rib Rock™ Landscape Blocks can easily construct walls from 6 feet to 20 feet high with additional site-specific engineering. Each block is manufactured with an interlocking design for easy installation and enhanced security. Manufactured to hold back a lot of earth, Rib Rock units are the perfect solution for demanding projects that require lasting strength and enhanced durability.

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.

**D x H x L (Nominal Size) • Inches**
(Full Block in Rough Texture and Dry Stack Texture, and Rib Rock Cap are shown below – See our Specifications Guide for more options)

- **Rough Texture**: 23 x 24 x 48
- **Dry Stack Texture**: 23 x 24 x 48
- **Rib Rock Cap**: 25 x 7 x 48
Our Tribute® Retaining Wall System features solid blocks with multiple pin grooves on the top surface that allow a combination of retaining and freestanding wall options. Each unit can be efficiently split in half in the field to construct pillars or other wall accents, a perfect finishing touch to any project.

**D x H x L**
(Nominal Size) • Inches

- **Full Unit Splitface or Rustic (One Side)** – 12 x 6 x 16
- **Corner** – 12 x 6 x 8

- **Wall Caps**
  - **Straight** – 12 x 3½ x 15½
  - **Tapered** – 12¼ x 3½ x 7½ - 9½

All units are available in Splitface and Rustic finish.

Available in the following colors and textures:

- **Splitface**
  - Gray
  - October Oak
  - Buff

- **Rustic**
  - Canyon Brown
  - Graphite
  - Silvertone
  - Swiss Mocha
  - Canyon Brown
  - Silvertone

The color photos shown in this catalog were prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high-quality, naturally mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.
Reflection Stone

Reflection Stone® Masonry Units can be used in hardscape applications. Available in Full and Thin Veneer Units.

- Reflection Stone® Masonry
- Reflection Stone GRAND®
- Reflection Brick®
Our Reflection Stone® Masonry Units offer easy installation, unique character, and are available in three module sizes: Reflection Stone, Reflection Stone GRAND and Reflection Brick. Each size can be installed as a stand-alone series or combined for custom applications. The Reflection Stone series is also available in full and thin veneer units, making them ideally suited for both interior and exterior applications.

Available in the following colors:

- Clarity
- Devotion
- Enchantment
- Inspired
- Noble
- Promise
- Pure
- Stillness

The color photos shown in this catalog are prepared with careful attention to accuracy. However, colors shown may vary from actual hues and should only be used as a guide. Refer to actual product samples for final color selection. Because concrete units are manufactured with high-quality, naturally-mined aggregates and materials, variations in color or shading should be expected in products that are manufactured at different times and in units having different shapes. This color or shading variation is acceptable in the industry.
Warranty Information for Concrete Hardscape Products

County Materials works continuously to provide value to our customers and enhance our manufacturing capabilities, all while surpassing our high standards of excellence. We manufacture our hardscape products to meet the industry’s standards. That is why we back our hardscape products with an exclusive limited Warranty.

PAVER Products Warranty

COUNTY MATERIALS CORPORATION’S CONCRETE PAVERS MEET THE REQUIREMENTS OF APPLICABLE ASTM STANDARDS. COUNTY MATERIALS WARRANTS ITS CONCRETE PAVERS AGAINST MANUFACTURING DEFECTS FOR THE PERIOD OF YOUR RESIDENTIAL HOME OWNERSHIP FOR COMMERCIAL PROJECTS, COUNTY MATERIALS WARRANTS ITS CONCRETE PAVERS AGAINST MANUFACTURING DEFECTS FOR 5 YEARS AFTER SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION OF THE PROJECT. THIS WARRANTY IS NON-TRANSFERABLE. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY TO DAMAGE CAUSED BY IMPROPER STORAGE, ABRASION, OVERLOADING, OR MISUSE, SUCH AS DELAMINATION, SPLITTING, CHIPPING, OR STAINING. THIS LIMITED WARRANTY APPLIES ONLY IF THE PRODUCTS ARE INSTALLED AS DIRECTED BY THE ICPI (WWW.ICPI.ORG) AND COUNTY MATERIALS’ APPLICABLE INSTALLATION GUIDELINES. IMPROPER INSTALLATION VOIDS THIS LIMITED WARRANTY. THE ORIGINAL PROOF OF PURCHASE IS NECESSARY. COLOR MATCHING CANNOT BE GUARANTEED. THE FOREGOING LIMITED WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF AND EXCLUDES ALL OTHER IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND MERCHANTABILITY. CUSTOMER’S EXCLUSIVE REMEDY FOR BREACH OF THE ABOVE LIMITED WARRANTY IS TO COUNTY MATERIALS REPLACING THE PRODUCTS AT NO COST TO THE ORIGINAL CUSTOMER. COUNTY MATERIALS’ LIABILITY FOR BREACH OF THE ABOVE LIMITED WARRANTY SHALL NOT EXCEED THE PRICE OF THE PRODUCTS ACTUALLY RECEIVED BY CUSTOMER AND DOES NOT INCLUDE REPLACEMENT LABOR, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES.

EXCLUSIVE LIMITED WARRANTY: Seller warrants that stock Products, to the extent they are manufactured by Seller, shall be free from manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship and meet the description and specifications established in Seller’s published and internal standards (subject to reasonable variance in accordance with normal industry practice) for a period of thirty (30) days from delivery, and all other warranties are expressly disclaimed as described in the capitalized sentence below. Seller may, in its sole discretion, also rely on any generally accepted industry standards. Seller retains the right, however, to change the dimensions, composition, design, performance, color, and appearance of the Products without liability if, in Seller’s judgment, the change is non-material. Seller warrants that non-stock Products manufactured by Seller meet only those specifications and standards provided by Buyer for a period of thirty (30) days from delivery, all other warranties are expressly disclaimed as described in the capitalized sentence below, and Buyer understands that harmful cracking or other damage may occur if the Product specifications are not properly designed. Seller does not warranty any portion of Products not manufactured by Seller but Seller shall assign to Buyer, upon request, all assignable warranties of Seller’s suppliers related to such Products. Acceptance by Buyer of the Products constitutes confirmation that Products meet the description set forth above. THE FOREGOING WARRANTY IS IN LIEU OF AND EXCLUDES ALL OTHER WRITTEN OR ORAL WARRANTIES, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND MERCHANTABILITY, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED BY LAW, INCLUDING THE UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE AS ENACTED IN THE STATE OF WISCONSIN OR ELSEWHERE. This limited warranty only applies if the Products have not been subjected to misuse, negligence, or accident and have not been unloaded, stored, installed, maintained, altered, or repaired in any manner that, in the Seller’s judgment, adversely affects the condition or operation of the Products. Further, the foregoing limited warranty and the exclusive remedy below run only in favor of the original Buyer and may not be assigned or otherwise transferred.

EXCLUSIVE REMEDY: For any loss or damage arising out of supplying Products to Buyer, or the sale, operation, or use of the Products, whether such claim is based in contract, warranty, tort (including negligence) or other grounds—Buyer’s Exclusive Remedy is limited, at Seller’s sole discretion, to either: (1) refund by the Seller of the purchase price for any non-conforming Products sold hereunder; or (2) the repair or replacement of any non-conforming Products. UNDER THIS EXCLUSIVE REMEDY, BUYER SHALL NOT RECOVER ANY OTHER COSTS FROM THE SELLER, including but not limited to the costs for: return of non-conforming Products, delivery of replacement Products, removal of non-conforming Products, reinstatement of replacement Products (or products purchased to replace any non-conforming Product), and/or any labor charges incurred related to the Products. NO OTHER REMEDY SHALL BE AVAILABLE TO BUYER. ANY CLAIM FOR INCIDENTAL AND/OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES for lost profits, lost sales, injury to property, or any other incidental or consequential loss is THEREFORE BARRED PURSUANT TO THE TERMS OF THIS EXCLUSIVE REMEDY. Seller will not be liable for any failure of Products to conform to the Exclusive Limited Warranty above caused by the unloading, storage, installation, or maintenance of the Products, or use of other products/materials in conjunction with the Products that negatively impact the Product or otherwise do not conform with industry standards. The above limitations do not include damages related to personal injury.
We value your business. Please contact your County Materials’ representative for specific information on products and their availability in your area.

States with County Materials Dealer Locations

CSI DIV 32: Interlocking Concrete Pavers
Interlocking Concrete Permeable Pavers
Segmental Concrete Retaining Wall
CSI DIV 07: Concrete Deck Pavers & Pedestals